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Beach Buggy Racing - Cartoon style crown racing on buggy. Players are given the opportunity to prove themselves in multiple championships and overtake all their rivals. Despite the fact that the car is believed to be from a movie, the passion for racing is very high. To get to the top, you need to constantly improve the
iron horse. Upgrade the characteristics of the car you need to collect coins. But opponents are also eager to pocket yourself a pair of gold, so they can and should be tackled with the help of various guns scattered around the track. Graphically, the game is made very nicely, especially with the gudding soundtrack. The
simplest and most adaptive controls that are best suited for touch screen devices on the Android platform. It must be controlled using the accelerometer and the gas and brake pedals on the display. Beach Buggy Racing - A cool arcade racing game that will appeal to fans of the genre. Vector Unit Android 4.1+ Version:
1.2.25 $0 Beach Buggy Racing (MOD, Unlimited Money) - an excellent racing simulator that conquers millions of players from all over the world. In the game you have a unique opportunity to drive on an extra fast buggy along a sandy beach. Install a variety of improvements and modifications to your transport, including
nitro accelerators and rocket launchers. This game can please you with good detailed graphics and beautiful special effects, invite your friends and conquer the dunes in place! Updated to version 1.2.25! Beach Buggy Racing (MOD, Unlimited Money) - A fun race on an Android device where you sit behind the wheel of a
sports buggy featuring the fastest missiles and other weapons in the game is a very cool looking graphic made in the form of cartoons. Sehaha is better for high speed and warm sand under the wheels! Beach Buggy Racing is the latest racing game from developer Vector Unit. The game continues to take advantage of
the Beach Car Series, where players complete the race through 12 very complex tracks including dinosaur-in infected jungles, lava-spewing volcanoes, sunny beaches, and mysterious swamps. Each unique race track is full of hidden shortcuts and surprises. You hover around a series of lavish craft summer tracks
collecting power-ups to help you complete before the rest, while avoiding crabs and seagulls. Players can unlock new roles, new features and other existing skills. It's worth mentioning is that each role has unique abilities such as transfer, fire, and tiki magic. So, you can enjoy the tension of racing on the one hand and
experience the interesting settings of the body color system. Cleaning the game currency to unlock all this stuff is not as much of a problem as it is in other games. Gems can be earned by winning races, which you can use to unlock power-ups. Key (required). Race) can be won by winning by winning 3 stars in the event
or by waiting for a refill (30 seconds) and you get coins for participating in the race that can be used to strengthen your car; And the new level can be unlocked by defeating boss characters. Beach Buggy Racing is simple: your buggy always accelerates and your goal is to try to rotate as well as be able to tilt the device in
the right direction. You can also touch the screen to stop or revert, but you don't have to do it too often. Seamlessly switch between tilt steering, touch screen and USB/Bluetooth gamepad. Customize 3D graphics settings to optimize your play experience. You can win races by the rules, but beach buggy racing also has a
lot of power-ups that can slow down your rivals. You can shoot rockets or motor oil, or defend yourself with shields and turbos. Beach Buggy Racing is a great 3D racing game in every way and offers an interesting alternative for players looking for an experience similar to Mario Kart. • Customer support if you are
experiencing problems running the game, please support@vectorunit.com email us at the time. You should include a detailed description of the device you are using, the android OS version, and the problem. If you can't resolve your purchase issue, you can get a refund. But if you are just put a problem in the review, we
can't help you. Visit for quick support on the most common issues: www.vectorunit.com/supportYou can also do like GAMEs: Beach Buggy Blitz, Angry Birds Go!, and Kart Go Go! Ultra!, therapy. Beach Buggy Racing (MOD, Unlimited Money) - An outstanding racing simulator that has caught millions of players worldwide.
In the game, you have a unique opportunity to run fast buggy, especially on sandy beaches. Set up various types of improvements and transportation changes, such as nitro accelerators, rocket launchers, etc. The game can make you happy with beautiful graphics and beautiful special effects, invite your friends and win
sand melodies on the spot! Sports is a great graphic made in the form of cartoons, equipped with the fastest rockets and other weapons in the game, racing fun on your Android device that will put you behind the wheel of your armpits. Smoke could be better in hot sand and hot sand! Beach Buggy Blitz is a wonderful
game where you can experience the fun and adventure of running your own beach on a fantastic tropical island. This is done by searching for secret places on the island. In short, you can be an adventurer on the beach. You also need to earn coins that will help you grow your car faster. Beach Buggy Blitz allows you to
collect cool characters on the go, so you don't get tired and tired. Beach Buggy Blitz: Beach Buggy Blitz with features and gameplayYe can guide you Drive to secret tropical islands with beach buggy, find a hideaway and earn coins that will bring the beach to life and use it for painting. It creates more state of the art and
worsens which is the best. Buggy flash game on a short beach can be part of a wonderful journey full of fun and adventure to discover the wonderful elements of the beach and discover the wonderful tropical islands. Features of Beach Buggy Blitz game: The game ensures that you will become a mystery and that you
will not get bored during the game by presenting hidden places where hunters can find bugs. This will give you a new level of passion throughout the game. Players need to find tropical islands and collect coins. The collected beaches are used by gamers to improve their beach buggy. Your beach buggy can also sue to
paint your favorite colors. This game has many wonderful collections that players can collect for the entire trip. Each character combines their own quarantine levels for the game. This game allows you to follow it until you find a character that perfectly suits your personality. The game of driving or racing is not complete
without power-ups, so the middle stroller is not far behind in this regard, and since there are many cool power-ups to unlock during your trip, your driving experience will be a more interesting idea. You can also collect and unlock cool new vehicles to add to your beach spoiler collection. What's more in Beach Buggy Blitz
Mode APK? The most interesting are the same gameplay as other racing games on the market such as RacingAspalt or Grid OS Gosport. No matter who you are or what you do, your main goal is to accelerate to the finish and leave all your opponents behind. This game allows you to enjoy the ultimate driving skills. You
don't have to follow the rules of traffic, keep the gas on and move on. However, the game is a little different. This is not a normal race between racers, it is a monster race with a special car that you have never seen before. This vehicle has different drivers, for example. B, has a special ability to attack rocket launchers,
instant changes of opponents or interception capabilities. If you win, you will have the money to unlock and upgrade many other vehicles. You can also unlock more power-ups than you want. The boss of Beach Buggy Blitz Racing will be a real challenge for the steering wheel. The first boss can spread the petals along
the way. If you drive through them, your car is slow. I recommend that you return to the previous level to get more money to upgrade your car. How do I control it? Beach Buggy Racing has a very intuitive and comfortable control system for players. Like other racing games, you'll soon get used to controlling the game.
Control systems are available in a variety of versions, biz. Screen tilt or push buttons. You can change this in the Settings section. Race with other players and you think you can connect your TV with up to three other players connected to your smartphone or tablet? However, you will need to pay in cash to unlock this
feature. Surely you and your friends will enjoy this game. Beach Buggy Racing in many different races you have 12 different races to win. You will find mysterious dinosaur forests, beautiful beaches, sunshine swamps. In the game, the environment is beautifully simulated in different colors and you are sent into a great
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